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STRUCTURED VERSES UNSTRUCTURED DATA








All systems generated data has structure!
70% to 80% of the digital data volume is labeled as unstructured
Currently, most companies make all their business decisions solely based on their
structured data pool …
56% of companies are overwhelmed by their data management requirements
60% of companies state that timely capturing & analysis of the data is not optimal
~2,700 EB of new information in 2012 with Internet as primary driver
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Source: Gartner & IDC (2012)

BIG DATA – BIG CHALLENGES











Big Data implies that the size of the data sets themselves
become part of the problem
Traditional techniques and tools to process the data sets
are running out of steam
A company does not have to be big to have Big Data
problems
Just because you can store it does not mean you should
Big Data Analytics & Predictive Analytics
Data Management moves from batch to real time
processing (Intel 2012)
Cloud IT delivery model supports Big Data projects
Hadoop = Platform of Choice for Big Data Projects (2013)

HADOOP ECOSYSTEM (PARTIAL VIEW)
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PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS – IMC










IMC represents a set of technology components that allow storing data in
system memory (DRAM) and/or Non-Volatile NAND flash memory rather
than on traditional hard disks
Core based systems and memory prices are coming down. Latency delta
between NAND flash memory (ns) and HD’s (ms) is significant while scaling
the workload
IMC products are available now and are solid
 Case Study: 177M Tweets/day, 512 bytes each, data-set -> 2 weeks
 Cluster (Intel Quad, 64GB Ram) with 1TB RAM -> ~$30,000 (20 parallel
Quad nodes)
In-Memory Hadoop available now (GridGain)
Non-Volatile Phase-Change RAM (PCRAM) or Resistive RAM (RRAM)
technologies may supersede NAND flash soon
Establish an In-Memory Computing roadmap (Due-Diligence & Feasibility
Study)

Source: Gartner, 2012

ALGORITHMS & TOOLS









G1 -> The traditional ML toolsets for machine learning and statistical
analysis such as SAS, SPSS, or the R language. They do allow for a deep
analysis of smaller data sets (what is considered small is obviously
debatable)
G2 -> 2nd generation ML toolsets such as Mahout or RapidMiner that
provide better scalability compared to G1, but may not support the vast
range of ML algorithms as the G1 tools
G3 -> 3d generation toolsets such as Twister, Spark, HaLoop, Hama, R
over Hadoop, or GraphLab that provide deeper analysis cycles of big
data sets
Most current ML algorithms do not scale well to large data sets
Sometimes unreasonable to process all data points and expect an
answer within the specified time-frame (project goal)
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The NameNode tracks on which
slave nodes the data is stored
JobTracker decomposes the
analytics request into smaller
tasks and assigns them to the
proper slave nodes where the data
is stored (or as close as possible)
The DataNodes store and retrieve
the data on the slave nodes per
NameNode requests
The TaskTracker receives
MapReduce tasks from the
JobTracker and executes the tasks
via separate Java Virtual Machines
(JVM’s).
The user developed MapReduce
tasks perform the data analytics
tasks and store the final results in
HDFS
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Design Goal: Decompose the JobTracker for scalability & flexibility purposes into resource management & job
scheduling components
Resource Manager Daemon-> Scheduler & ApplicationsManager
Scheduler -> The scheduler (such as FIFO, Capacity, or Fair) is responsible for allocating resources to the various
running applications
ApplicationsManager -> accepting job submissions, negotiating the first container for execution of the application
specific ApplicationMaster and provides the services for restarting the ApplicationMaster container in failure
situations
NodeManager -> represents the per system framework agent responsible for the containers, monitoring their
resource usage (cpu, memory, disk, network) and reporting to the ResourceManager (scheduler)
Per Application ApplicationMaster -> in charge of negotiating the appropriate resource containers (in conjunction
with the scheduler), tracking their status and monitoring the progress
The result of a resource request is a container. A container is a conceptual entity that grants an application the
privilege to use a certain amount of resources on a given machine to run a component task.

WHAT IS MAPREDUCE?
Terms are derived from Functional Languages (such as Lisp
or ML)
Sum of Squares:
 (map square ‘(1 2 3 4))
 Output: (1 4 9 16)
 [processes each record sequentially and independently]
(reduce + ‘(1 4 9 16))
 (+ 16 + 9 + 4 +1)
 Output: 30
 [processes set of all records in groups]

MAP FUNCTION (1/2)




Target Application -> Process a huge data-set and list the
word-count for each word in the dataset
Process the individual records to generate intermediate
key/value pairs.
Key

Welcome Everyone
Hello Everyone

Input [filename, text]

Welcome
Everyone
Hello
Everyone

Value

1
1
1
1

MAP FUNCTION (2/2)



Parallel Process individual records to generate
intermediate key/value pairs.

Welcome Everyone
Hello Everyone

Input <filename, text>
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1
1
1
1

MAP TASK 1

MAP TASK 2

REDUCE FUNCTION (1/2)



Processes and merges all intermediate values
associated per key (that’s the group)
Key
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REDUCE FUNCTION (2/2)



Parallel processes and merges all intermediate
values by partitioning keys
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HADOOP MAPREDUCE MODEL


Goals & Objectives
Quantify Hadoop MapReduce Job completion time
(various workload sizes)
 Hadoop cluster sizing
 Hadoop & Linux performance tuning/optimization
 Capacity Planning
 Scaleup & Speedup analysis


MAPREDUCE EXECUTION FRAMEWORK

MAP TASK









A read phase where the input split is loaded from HDFS
(Hadoop file system) and the input key-value pairs (records)
are generated.
A map phase where the user-defined and user-developed
map function is processed to generate the map-output data.
A collect phase, focusing on partitioning and collecting the
intermediate (map output) data into a memory buffer prior to
the spilling phase.
A spill phase where (if specified) sorting via a combine
function and/or data compression may occur. In this phase,
the data is moved into the local disk subsystem (the spill
files).
A merge phase where the file spills are consolidated into a
single map output file. The merging process may have to be
performed in multiple iterations.

REDUCE TASK








A shuffle phase where the intermediate data from the
mapper nodes is transferred to the reducer nodes. In this
phase, decompressing the data and/or partial merging
may occur as well.
A merge phase where the sorted fragments (memory/disk)
from the various mapper tasks are combined to produce
the actual input into the reduce function.
A reduce phase where the user-defined and userdeveloped reduce function is invoked to generate the final
output data.
A write phase where data compression may occur. In this
phase, the final output is moved into HDFS.

MODEL PARAMETERS (PARTIAL VIEW)
JavaHeapSpace

mapred.child.java.opts

MaxMapTasks

mapreduce.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum

MaxReduceTasks

mapreduce.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum

NumMapTasksJob

mapreduce.job.maps

CPUClockSpeed

CPU Clock Speed (GHz)

NumCores

Number of CPU's or CPU Cores

MemoryWidth

Memory Interconnect Width (bytes)

MemCap

Total Memory per Node (GB)

MemorySortSize

mapreduce.task.io.sort.mb

BufferSortLimit

mapreduce.map.sort.spill.percent

SortRecPercent

io.sort.record.percent

MemCycleTime

Average Memory Cycle Time (ns)

NumLocalDisks

Number of Local Disks per Node

StreamsMergeFactor

mapreduce.task.io.sort.factor

AvgDiskLatency

Average Local Disk Latency (ms)

SpillsCombiner

mapreduce.map.combine.minspills

AvgDiskSpeed

Average Local Disk Throughput (MB/s)

NumReduceTasksJob

mapreduce.job.reduces

MemoryMergeThr

mapreduce.reduce.merge.inmem.threshold

ShuffleHeapPercent

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.input.buffer.percent

ClusterNodes

Number of Nodes in the Cluster

Interconnect

GigE, 10GigE, IB, Custom

ShuffleMergePercent

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.merge.percent

MTU

Cluster Interconnect MTU (bytes)

ReduceMemPercent

mapreduce.reduce.input.buffer.percent

HDFSBlockSize

Configured HDFS Block Size (MB)

UseCombine

mapreduce.job.combine.class

IOSched

CFQ, deadline, noop

CompressMapOut

mapreduce.map.output.compress

CompressJobOut

mapreduce.output.fileoutputformat.compress

ReadAhead

ReadAhead Size (in 512byte Blocks)

CompressInput

Flag - Input Compressed

DiskType

SSD, HD

InputDataSize

Size of Input Split

PERFORMANCE BY THE NUMBERS
L1 cache reference
Branch misprediction
L2 cache reference
Mutex lock/unlock
Main memory reference
Compress 1Kbytes with Zippy
Send 2Kbytes over 1Gbps network
Read 1MB sequentially from memory
Round trip within same datacenter
Disk seek (HD)
Read 1MB sequentially from disk (HD)
Send packet CA->UK->CA

0.5ns
5ns
7ns
25ns
100ns
3,000ns
20,000ns
250,000ns
500,000ns
10,000,000ns
20,000,000ns
150,000,000ns

Execute Micro & Macro Benchmarks to Baseline the HW and the OS
Hadoop MapReduce: With large-scale projects, the performance focus is on disk and
interconnect/network performance rather than on the CPU and the DRAM subsystems

HADOOP BENCHMARK PHASES
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Establish the Model profiles for the 3 Hadoop benchmarks TeraSort, K-Means,
and WordCount on the 6-node Hadoop cluster. For these benchmark runs, the
default Java, Hadoop, and Linux kernel parameters were used (aka no tuning
was applied).
Use the established workload profiles in conjunction with the HW profiles to
calibrate and validate the Hadoop models. Execute the simulation and
determine the description error (delta empirical to model job execution time).
Use the developed Hadoop models to optimize/tune the actual workload based
on the physical and logical resources available in the 6-node Hadoop model.
Apply the model-based tuning recommendations to the 6-node cluster. Rerun
the Hadoop benchmarks and establish the description error (delta tunedempirical to tuned-model job execution time).
Use the tuned-model baseline to conduct a scalability analysis, scaling the
workload input (increase the problem size) and mapping that new workload onto
a 16-node Hadoop cluster that is equipped with 6 instead of 4 SATA drives per
DataNode.
Execute the actual Hadoop benchmarks on the 16-node Hadoop cluster (with
the tuning and setup recommendations made via the model). Establish the
description error tuned-scaled-empirical to tuned-scaled-model job execution
time.

HADOOP MODEL – PERFORMANCE DELTA






The results of the first set of simulation runs (phase 2) disclosed a description error of 5.2%, 6.4%, and 7.8%
for the TeraSort, K-Means, and WordCount benchmarks, respectively
By applying the tuning methodology, the aggregate TeraSort execution time for the 5 slave node setup was
improved (lowered) by a factor of 2.8.
The description error established in phase 4 was 5.0%, 6.2%, and 7.5% for the TeraSort, K-Means, and
WordCount benchmarks, respectively

TeraSort - Default Tuning, 4GB Input, 4 Disks

TeraSort - Tuned, 4GB Input, 4 Disks

HADOOP MODEL – SCALEUP ANALYSIS
TeraSort Execution Time
o 6-node cluster
o Tuned
o 4GB Input Data Size
o 4 Disks per DataNode
TeraSort Execution Time
o 16-node cluster
o Tuned
o 16GB Input Data Size
o 6 Disks per DataNode

The established description error for
phase 6 was 5.4%, 6.8%, and 7.8%
for the TeraSort, K-Means, and
WordCount benchmarks, respectively

BIG DATA 2020






Approach Big Data problems first as a business case (not an IT project)
and strive for results that provide the right quality at the right time
answers.
Big Data projects require the fusion of algorithms/tools, systems, and
people.
In-Memory Computing (IMC), Complex Event Processing (CEP), as well as
Quantum Computing reflect powerful options for Big Data projects
Massive research opportunities across many domains exist, but the
main objectives are:









Create a new generation of Big Data scientists (cross-disciplinary talent)
Machine Learning has to become an engineering discipline
Develop competency centers for the Big Data ecosystem
Develop centers of excellence for Linux & SW engineering
Leverage Cloud computing for Big Data, evaluate IMC/CEP now
Plan for IMC, CEP, Cloud, and the Big Data SW/HW infrastructure at the top
company level and not the IT department
Leverage and be active in the Open Source community

Q&A

SQL, NoSQL & NewSQL Framework

NewSQL is a class of modern relational database management
systems that seek to provide the same scalable performance of
NoSQL systems for online transaction processing (read-write) workloads
while still maintaining the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability)
guarantees of a traditional database system

Source: Infochimps (2012)

Column verses Row Data Store – Data Operations

Column verses Row Data Store – Memory Storage

